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A Dedekind finite object in a topos is an object such that any monic endomorphism is an
epimorphism. This paper proves the basic properties of Dedekind finiteness and then gives
examples which show that the class of Dedekind finite objects is not closed under quotients,
subobjects, exponentiation, or finite powerobjects. Examples also show that having no nontri-
vial epic endomorphisms is distinct from Dedekind finiteness.
1. What is nice about Dedekind finiteness?
In his paper "Was sind und was sollen die Zahlen?" [4], Dedekind gave what
has proved to be one of the most useful definitions of an infinite set, namely a set
which has a proper subset with which it can be put into one-to-one correspond-
ence. He defined finite sets as those which were not infinite. Tarski delineated the
varieties of definitions of finite related to Dedekind's in [8] in which he showed
that in the absence of the axiom of choice Dedekind finite sets may be rather
pathological. In particular, the powerset of a Dedekind finite set need not be
finite and Dedekind finite sets need not be finite using the definitions of
Kuratowski, Sierpinski, or Tarski (all of which Tarski shows to be equivalent to
what we now call cardinal finite). Tarski also states how much choice is needed to
obtain equivalence between the various definitions. More modern work, summar-
ized in [5], has shown how to construct models of set theory (without choice) in
which further fragmentation of the notions of finite occurs.
The object of this paper is to discuss the pathology of Dedekind finite objects in
topoi. In a topos it is undesirable to have a negative definition of so important a
concept as 'finite' so it would seem to be desirable to recast Dedekind's definition
in a positive form and then explore the result in various kinds of topoi.
Definition 1.1. An object A in a topos is called Dedekind finite if every monomor-
phism from A into itself is an isomorphism.
This notion of finiteness is defined for objects in topoi in the prepublication
version of [9] where it is proved that the subobject classifier is always Dedekind
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finite. That proof uses the fact that any mono from the subobject classifier to itself
is its own inverse, a theorem which appears in the published version. This can
either be viewed as a defect or as an advantage for the definition. If we hope that
finite objects in a tapas will turn out to be a logical subtopos, then we want the
subobject representor to be finite. If we expect finite objects in a tapas with NNO
to be closely related to the finite cardinals (as in the notions of finite discussed by
Acuna-Ortega and Linton [3], Linton and Johnstone [7], or in Johnstone's book
[6]), then this is a strike against D-finiteness since there are topoi (like Sh(J)
where I is the unit interval) in which the subobject classifier seems very large
compared to all finite cardinals.
Acuna-Ortega has also worked with Dedekind finiteness in his papers [2] and
[1]. He shows that in Boolean topoi Kuratowski finite objects are Dedekind finite
and that in any tapas decidable K-finite objects are Dedekind finite. His
arguments are similar to those in [8], with suitable care taken to allow for tapas
logic.
An internal version of Dedekind finiteness is also available: one can ask that
the canonical monomorphism from Iso(A, A) into Mono(A, A) be an isomor-
phism. According to Johnstone (private communication) this is equivalent to
A X X~ X being externally Dedekind finite for all objects X in the tapas. This
definition will be discussed further in Section 3.
Since in our early experience of mathematics we first deal with finite collections
of objects, then count them to obtain an abstract notion of (small) numbers, and
only then extend the process to the whole of the natural numbers, the notion of
what it means for an object to be finite seems more fundamental than the notion
of a completed collection of natural numbers. I want a definition of finiteness for
objects in a tapas broad enough that finite objects in appropriate topoi may have
fairly elaborate structures encoded in their underlying logic, unlike the versions
based on Kuratowski finiteness. It should be possible to speak productively about
finite objects in topoi which do not have a natural numbers object, perhaps in
topoi in which all objects are finite (in some sense). Sheaves on finite sites with
values in Finite-Sets should give typical topoi of this type. In particular, the
intuitionistic logic characteristic of topoi in general should also be a feature of
topoi in which all objects are finite. The failure of the law of the excluded middle
is inherent in the tapas-theoretic view of mathematics, it is not a consequence of
the acceptance of the infinite nor a means to deal with inherently incomplete
knowledge of infinite structures.
Dedekind finiteness has some desirable properties (which I will give in this
section) but the main objective of this paper is to show just how far from our
usual intuition about finite objects D-finite objects can wander. The counterexam-
ples have more appeal than the positive results.
Proposition 1.2. The terminal is always Dedekind finite.
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Proof. There is only one map from 1 to 1 and it is an isomorphism. 0
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Proposition 1.3. Complemented subobjects of Dedekind finite objects are Dedekind
finite.
Proof. Suppose that A = A' + A" and that A is Dedekind finite. If m : A'~ A' is
a monomorphism, then so is m + id: A ~ A. Since A is Dedekind finite, m + id is
an isomorphism. Its inverse has the form e + id where e is the inverse for m. 0
In combinatorics one often counts items in a finite set by representing the set as
a quotient in such a way that the larger set is easy to count and each equivalence
class has the same number of elements. For instance in obtaining the number of
combinations of n things k at a time we first count permutations and then observe
that each combination has k! permutations. One way of identifying this situation
is given in the following definition:
Definition 1.4. An epimorphism A ""* B is called equifibred if any monomorphism
B ,...". B lifts to a monomorphism A ~ A.
This definition can be satisfied in topoi other than Sets. For instance in Sets2 the
object (a, ai, b, b' } --» {*} is equifibred over {A, B} -7 {*} (take a and a' to A
and band b' to B) but the object {a, ai, a", b, b' }--» {*} is not, since the
monomorphism swapping A and B does not lift.
Proposition 1.5. If A is Dedekind finite and A -'» B is equifibred, then B is
Dedekind finite.
Proof. By hypothesis any mono B ~ B lifts to a mono A ~ A which must then
be an isomorphism. This makes the map A ~ A ""* B epic, thus then map B~ B
must be epic, hence an isomorphism. 0
Proposition 1.6. In Finite-Sets valued sheaves on a finite site every object is
Dedekind finite.
Proof It suffices to prove the result for finite set valued presheaves. If A is a finite
set valued presheaf and m:A~ A is monic, then for each object U in the site the
map m(U): A(U)-.o? A(U) is monic. Since finite sets are Dedekind finite each of
these maps is also epic. Thus so is the presheaf map. 0
So far I have not been able to show that the coproduct of two Dedekind finite
objects is Dedekind finite. The usual approach to this problem in Sets is to follow
Tarski [8] by showing that Dedekind's definition is equivalent to a form of either
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the decreasing chain condition on subobjects or the increasing chain condition on
subobjects. It is not difficult to construct topoi in which the terminal object fails to
satisfy the chain conditions, even internally, so this approach will not work in
topoi. I also have not found an example to show that Dedekind finite objects need
not be closed under coproducts.
In the rest of the paper we will see that Dedekind finite objects can be quite
badly behaved in topoi which allow room for the infinite to creep into the logic.
2. Examples from G-sets and M -sets
Example 2.1. A Dedekind finite G-set can have an infinite number of infinite
orbits provided that G is sufficiently complicated.
Let G be the free group on a countably infinite number of generators {gl' ... }.
Let A be the set {a/,j Ii, j integers} with the action given by a/,jgk = a/,j if i < k
and a/,j+l if i;::: k. Each orbit consists of those elements of A sharing the same first
index. Each orbit of this is distinct from each other orbit in that there are no
G-invariant maps taking one orbit into another. In each orbit the only possible
G-invariant morphism is the identity. For this G-set the only possible G-invariant
map from A to A is the identity; hence A must be Dedekind finite. A has an
infinite number of infinite orbits, each of which is itself a Dedekind finite G-set.
The powerobject of this G-set is the set of aU subsets of A equipped with the
G-action Alg = {ag Ia E AI}. Since each of the orbits is fixed by the G-action
each of them forms an element of the powerobject which can be moved to any
other orbit by a G-invariant map. If we take each orbit of A to the orbit with
twice the first index and use the identity on all other elements of PA, we will get a
G-invariant monomorphism from PA to itself which is not an isomorphism. Thus
PA can be Dedekind infinite even when A is Dedekind finite.
Example 2.2. A quotient of a Dedekind finite object need not be finite.
The map taking the G-set in Example 2.1 to the set of integers with the trivial
G-action which is defined by taking all of the orbit to its common first index is an
epimorphism. It has as its image the integers object in Sets G, which is definitely
not Dedekind finite.
Example 2.3. A subobject of a Dedekind finite object need not be finite.
This example lives in the category of Sets with an M-action where M is the free
monoid on two generators, u and d. The set A has one orbit for each positive
integer n. The orbit corresponding to n has n elements which may be thought of
as arranged in a tower with a top and a bottom and intermediate steps. The u-
action fixes both the top and the bottom and moves each intermediate element up
one step. The d-action fixes the bottom and moves all other elements (including
the top) down one step.
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The subobject 5 will consist of the bottom of each of the orbits with the trivial
action. 5 is clearly infinite.
A, however, is Dedekind finite. A monomorphism from A to A must take the
elements of an orbit An to elements of an orbit Am with m :2: n in order to avoid
collapsing elements. The location of each element of the orbit is specified by the
smallest power of d which takes it to the bottom of the orbit and, if it is not the
bottom, by the smallest power of u which takes it to the top of the orbit. Any map
which respects the M-action will have to preserve or decrease these powers. A
decrease occurs only if the orbit is taken to an orbit with a smaller n. This tells us
that for monomorphisms from A to A each orbit is taken to itself, and because of
the structure of the orbits, the map must be the identity on each orbit. Thus the
only monic map from A to itself is the identity. A is thus Dedekind finite.
Either of these examples can be used to show that a Dedekind finite object can
have a nontrivial bornology. A bornology on an object in a topos is a family of
subobjects whose union is A and which is closed under pairwise union and
arbitrary subobjects. In Sets an object is finite if the only bomology is the trivial
one, since infinite sets have a nontrivial bornology consisting of all the finite
subsets. The set of all subobjects of A which can be written as a finite union of
orbits is a nontrivial (external) bomology which can be internalized by thinking of
it as a set with the trivial action and closing under internal subobjects.
3. Examples using SetsP and Sh(X, T)
Example 3.1. Unions of D-finite subobjects of N need not be D-ftnite.
Let Cl and C2 be two. disjoint countable dense sets in [0,1] with counting
functions fl : Cl~ Nand f2 : C2~ N, so that for each n there are 2n- 1points taken
to n, each dividing one of the components of [0,1]\{ c If(c) < n} into two pieces.
For example let Cl be obtained by cutting each interval in half and let C2 be
obtained by cutting each interval at the 11e point. These constructions both give
countable dense sets but they do not intersect since the points in C l are all
rational and the points in C2 are all transcendental. The natural numbers object in
Sh([O,l]) has etale space representation as pr: (N, discrete) x [0, 1]~ [0,1]. Let
51 be the sheaf with etale space the subset of N x [0, 1] consisting of those pairs
(n, r) such that if r is a member of Cp then n :=;r\r). Define 52 similarly using
C2 . Since only a finite number of points are removed from each level of N X [0,1]
the resulting subsets are in fact open, hence subsheaves. Their union is all of
N x [0,1] since the C's are disjoint. It remains to show that the sheaves SI and S2
are Dedekind finite. Let c be a member of Cl . Any map from 51 to itself must
take (n, c) to one of the points (k, c) with k :=;f-l(C). Once we have decided
where (n, c) goes we are forced to take all of the points in the component of
(n, c) !o the same level. Using this argument it is easy to see that the points of the
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form (0, x) must all be fixed by any map from S to itself. The same argument can
be applied to each of the halves of the l-level, and, in general to each of the 2n
pieces of the n-level. Thus the only mono from Sl to itself is the identity and Sl is
Dedekind finite.
Note that this shows that a D-finite object need not be locally sub cardinal
finite, since neither of the sheaves Si is.
Example 3.2. A Dedekind finite object A can have a nontrivial epimorphic
endomorphism.
For this example we use a presheaf on the free category on the directed graph
with two objects and one map from each object to the other. The presheaf A has
both objects going to N and both nonidentity maps going to the predecessor map
p. A map from this object to itself is a pair of maps f and g: N --) N such that
pf= gp and fp =pg. This severely limits the available maps. In particular
f(O) = fpp(O) = pgp(O) = ppf(O) and thus must be O. Similarly g(O) = O. We can
let f(l) and g(l) be either 0 or 1. As soon as we let one of them be 1 we have
fixed the rest of the values. If we want a monomorphism from this presheaf to
itself, we must have f(l) = g(l) = 1, which gives the identity. Thus A is Dedekind
finite. If we let f(l) = g(l) = 0 and f(2) = g(2) = 1, then we get a nontrivial epic
map A~A.
Example 3.3. An object with no nontrivial epimorphic endomorphisms can fail to
be Dedekind finite.
This example is very similar to the previous example. It lives in the same topos
and has N as the value at both objects. The nonidentity maps are both successor.
Let us call this presheaf B. A map from B to itself is a pair of maps f, g: N~ N
such that sf= gs and fs = sg. Such a pair is completely determined by the values
of f(O) and g(O) since f(l) = s(g(O» and g(l) =: s(l(O» and fen +2) = fen) + 2
and g(n +2) = g(n) +2. Lots of monomorphic endomorphisms are possible since
there are no constraints on f(O) and g(O) and the resulting maps can easily be
made to be mono. The only possible epic endomorphism is the identity since
f(O) == 0 and g(O) = 0 are the only choices giving an epimorphism, indeed they are
the only way to get 0 in the images.
The internal definition of Dedekind finiteness is equally pathological in pre-
sheaf topoi. In SetsP, where P is a preorder, the subobjects of 1 generate, so to
see if Iso(A, A) is isomorphic to Mono(A, A) one need only check that
Rom(U, Iso(A, A))--) Rom(U, Mono(A, A» is an onto function for each U
which is a subobject of 1. This is the same as showing that the object A x U --) U
is externally Dedekind finite in SetsPj U. This is essentially the same as checking
external Dedekind finiteness of A truncated to the subpreorder on which U is 1.
For example, in Sets(N,<) (the arrows point toward the larger natural numbers)
consider the object with the natural numbers at each n and the predecessor map
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for each transition. All truncations of this look exactly like it. Since it is a
complemented subobject of the subobject representor (its complement is the
subobject false: 1~.o) it is Dedekind finite. The map using predecessor at each
n is an epimorphism which is not a monomorphism. Furthermore, the quotient
obtained by collapsing all of the entries in levels 1 and above to 0 (the object
N--'» {O}--'» {O}--'»" .) is clearly not Dedekind finite either externally or internally.
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